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From Last Week
• “Of course, it was a line!”→作り話に決まってるじゃないか

• “Give her a break”→勘弁してあげてよ

• “. . being on your own . . ”→(経済的に)独立していること

• “It sucks!”→ひどいところよ！

• “I had a major crush on you”→すごく惚れてたんだ

• ". . . geeky older brother"→オタクなお兄さん

Expressions for this week
22:50 Start 

30:40 “ . . . this sonogram thing . . .”
1. What to do when you come across an unfamiliar 

word?
2. “… thing …” , remember from episode 1     

“I'm supposed to attach a brackety thing to the 
side things, using . . .”

31:27 “ . . had a thing for …”
32:09 “ . . take some of the heat off me.”
36:08 “. . he may be this broken shell of a man . . ”

Conceptual Block and Creativity

Without lifting your pen, draw a poly-line 
that passes through all the 9 dots. 

Cultural and Environmental Blocks
You found a ping-pong ball with a diameter of 40mm inside a 100mm steel pipe 
with an ID of 40.5mm, and OD of 55mm.

You need to get the ping-pong ball out 
from the pipe. The pipe is imbedded in 
the floor concrete and you cannot tell how 
much of the pipe is imbedded. You have:

• 1m of 5cm wide cloth
• A carpenter’s hammer
• A chisel
• 1kg of uncooked rice 
• A file
• A wire coat hanger
• A crescent  wrench
• A light bulb
• A set of Allen wrenches 

List all answers.

Cultural and Environmental Blocks
What if you have to get the ball out in 1 minute.

We all have blocks. 
• Taboos
• Fantasy and reflection are a waste of 

time, lazy, even crazy
• Playfulness is for children only
• Problem-solving is a serious business 

and humor is out of place
• Reason, logic, numbers, utility, 

practicality are good; feeling, intuition, 
qualitative judgments, pleasure are bad. 

• Any problem can be solved by scientific 
thinking and lots of money

A toothpaste factory had a problem: they sometimes shipped empty boxes, without the 
tube inside. The CEO of the toothpaste factory got the top people in the company 
together and they decided to start a new project.

The project followed the usual process: budget, third-party consultation, design review, 
and six months (and $8 million) later they had a fantastic solution - on time, on budget, 
and high quality. The solution would sound a bell and flash lights whenever a 
toothpaste box lighter than it should was found. The line would stop, someone walked 
over to yank the defective box out and pressed another button when done.

A while later, the CEO decides to have a look at the ROI of the project: amazing 
l ! b hi d f h f f h l iresults! No empty boxes ever shipped out of the factory after the scales were put in 

place. Very few customer complaints, and they were gaining market share. “That’s 
some money well spent!” – he says, before looking closely at the other statistics in the 
report.

Then after three weeks, the report showed 0 defects picked up by the scales. The CEO 
requested and investigation and the engineers come back saying the report was correct.

Puzzled, the CEO travels down to the factory to the part of the line where the precision 
scales were installed. A few feet before it, there was a $20 desk fan, blowing the empty 
boxes out of the belt and into a bin. “Oh, that — one of the guys put it there ’cause he 
was tired of walking over every time the bell rang”, says one of the workers.


